Abstract
Introduction
The exponential growth of the Internet and the World Wide Web is causing a great demand for bandwidth and server capacity. The question of how to cope with such an exponential growth does not have a simple or single answer. Scaling the Internet by simply adding more resources (bandwidth and processing power) may not suffice. Incentive schemes such as differential pricing may be part of the answer. We propose continuous multicast push (CMP) to use resources (server, bandwidth) more efficiently. Popular Web pages often create "hot spots" in the network, with the same data being transmitted over the same links again and again. Currently there is a large class of document containing "short-lived" information such as news, stock market data, or auction data that, besides being of interest to a large number of receivers, change frequently. We argue that these documents can be best delivered directly to the clients using a continuous multicast distribution.
Today, we see the emergence of a new distribution paradigm on the Internet, which is called push distribution [1] [3] [6] , where a Web server pushes the most recent version of a document to a group of subscribers. Pushing information has already been in use for many years in other areas such as television distribution, teletext, and radio distribution. However, the push mechanism implemented on the most popular Internet browsers, Netscape browser v4.02 [5] and Microsoft Internet explorer v4 [4] , uses a unicast pull-push paradigm between the client and the source but does not exploit the benefits of a multicast distribution [30] .
Related Work
Multicast distribution of news to news servers via the MBONE [20] [27] has been proposed in [28] as a way of reducing the distribution delay of articles on the USENET (Muse protocol). Some proposals have also been made to distribute files (operating system upgrades, images) in a local area environment via reliable multicast [18] .
On the Web, one proposal to deal with popular Web documents is the use of a server-initiated caching scheme [9] [23] [12] [24] . The server sends the most popular documents towards push-servers near the clients. The clients get a copy of the document from the local push-server. The multicast operation could be used to periodically update the most popular documents on the push-servers. The amount of data sent can be reduced by using a delta-encoding and data-compression mechanism between the different versions of a document [34] .
Clark and Ammar [17] have proposed a model where several requests for the same Web document are grouped during a certain time and answered via multicast transmission. Nonnenmacher and Biersack [36] have referred to this mode of distribution as asynchronous multicast push (AMP). Considerable bandwidth gains are achieved when the number of accumulated requests increases over a certain threshold. However, grouping requests can lead to unacceptable high response times. The AMP model is valid for the kind of information that is not delay sensitive.
Recently Almeroth, Ammar and Fei [7] have considered CMP, which they call cyclic multicast. They have evaluated the impact of cyclic multicast on the service time via a real implementation. They have also given details of how CMP could be implemented. However, their service time analysis is limited to the implementation scenario used and they have not investigated the bandwidth gain. In our proposal we have built a more general framework to analytically evaluate the gains due to CMP as a function of the document size, number of documents, request arrival rate, and network bandwidth. Therefore, we can clearly establish the benefits of the CMP model over a wide range of parameters. Also in order to achieve reliability, we propose the use of a forward error correction code (FEC) combined with repetitive cyclic transmissions (see Section 3.4). The use of parity packets to recover from losses is more efficient and assures lower service times.
Caching vs Continuous Multicast Push

Caching
Caching, like CMP is another mechanism for reducing the bandwidth usage and latency to the receivers on the Internet. Caching takes place at the application layer and allows for an incremental deployment of caches. Caching is already a fact of life in much of the Internet [8] . Most ISPs (Internet Service Providers) and organisations connected to the Internet have been installing caches to reduce the bandwidth and decrease the latency to their users [8] [15] [10] [40] [24] . Caches can cooperate together [15] [46] [44] sharing the documents inside their caches and therefore offering higher hit rates. However, caching does not come for free and there are still open issues relating to it.
Installing a cache requires additional resources such as computers, disks, software, etc.
Caches need to cooperate together to increase the hit rate. This creates additional overhead.
Caches need to maintain document consistency and provide the user with the most recent update.
In fact, the effort of installing a caching hierarchy resembles the effort that was required to put in place the first experimental multicast overlay network called MBONE [20] [27] . A cache hierarchy is very similar to a multicast distribution scheme but with "application hop"-by-"application hop" congestion control and reliability.
For popular Web documents that rarely change, a caching hierarchy seems the best solution. Hit rates close to 50% [8] can be achieved, and the bandwidth usage and latency to the receivers are reduced. However, there are certain Web documents that are not worth caching: news, stock market data, auction data change very fast and are of interest to many receivers. We believe that the best way to distribute these documents on the Internet is via a continuous multicast push.
The Harvest cache [15] and its public domain descendant Squid [48] are becoming the most popular caching hierarchies on the Internet [8] . In cases where the caching hierarchy stores popular and fast changing documents, each time that a request comes for an expired document, several actions take place:
1. The user request is processed at every cache level. At every cache level it is a necessary to confirm that no cache has the requested update. The request travels up the cache hierarchy until it reaches the root cache.
2. The root cache contacts the final server (the server with the original document) and obtains the updated document via unicast transmission.
3. The root cache sends the updated document via unicast to all the children caches that requested it. A new updated copy is placed in all the caches on the path to the receiver.
Usually the root cache of a cache hierarchy is a bottleneck [15] [40] . The root cache is heavily loaded because it deals with new document requests, updates, and missed requests that were not fulfilled by the lower level caches. The root cache in the UK cache hierarchy answers one million requests per day [46] . If the cache load is not well balanced, the latency for a receiver to obtain the updated document through the caching hierarchy may be higher than if it had contacted the final server that stores the original version of the document. A cache needs to share its load with other cooperating caches to reduce the total latency (the UK root cache consists of six machines that balance the load in a round-robin manner). Perhaps, more efficient caching schemes can be implemented but at the cost of adding complexity and more resources.
CMP
CMP takes place at the transport layer (of the OSI model) with reliability and congestion control ensured by the end systems (server and clients). In the context of the Internet, CMP requires that the network connecting a server with its clients is multicast capable: a single packet sent by a server will be forwarded along the multicast tree (see Fig 1) . Where the multicast tree forks off, the multicast router will replicate the packets and send a copy on every outgoing branch of the multicast tree. Multicast routers on the Internet were first introduced via an overlay network called MBONE consisting of computers that executed the multicast routing software and that were connected via tunnels. While today the multicast routing software is part of any new router that is installed, not all the existing routers have been enabled to be multicast capable. Therefore, multicast routing on the Internet is not yet everywhere available.
A multicast distribution using CMP does not suffer problems of over-loaded servers or caches. The multicast server does not deal directly with the receivers and therefore the server complexity is much reduced (see Section 6). A multicast distribution scales very well with the number of receivers. Receivers obtain at any moment the last available update without incurring on the overhead of checking for the updated document on all the cache levels. The multicast distribution uses bandwidth efficiently by sharing all common paths between the source and the receivers. In the current caching hierarchy, communication is generally done via unicast between the different cache levels (there have been a number of proposals to communicate caches via multicast [49] [32]). Therefore a continuous multicast push for popular documents that change frequently seems to be the best way to deliver this kind of information on the Internet.
However, multicast distribution of Web documents on the Internet is still in its infancy as a viable service; in fact, very few network providers offer it as a service [22] . A continuous multicast distribution also requires some additional mechanisms:
Session servers or a similar mechanism are needed to map the document's name into a multicast address.
A Web server needs to monitor the number of document requests to decide which documents to multicast and when to stop multicasting them.
There is an overhead in the multicast capable routers that maintain state information for each active multicast group.
There is also an overhead due to the join and prune messages needed for the multicast tree to grow and shrink depending on the location of the receivers.
Multicast congestion control is still an open issue.
We claim that due to the varying nature of the different Web documents, there is a room for both caching and continuous multicast distribution. It is beyond the scope of this paper to quantify when to use caching or when to use a continuous multicast push. Our paper presents and analyses a mechanism for sending frequently changing Web documents to many receivers, and establishes the benefits of CMP relative to a unicast distribution to all receivers in terms of bandwidth, latency, and load on the server.
In Section 3 we describe the CMP protocol and in Section 3.4 we analyse the reliable multicast transmission of Web documents using FEC. Section 4 evaluates the bandwidth gain from the network and Web service provider point of view. Section 5 presents the latency analysis. The load on the server is evaluated in Section 6. A summary and discussion of the results conclude the paper.
Continuous Multicast Push
Continuous Multicast Push of popular and frequently changing Web documents can reduce the bandwidth usage, the latency, and the load on the server: The necessary bandwidth on the Internet backbone and on the output link that connects a Web server to the Internet can be significantly reduced with CMP because common paths are shared (Section 4). The latency that the final user perceives can be reduced with CMP because the load on the server is reduced and multicast reliability can be achieved with a similar number of retransmissions as for unicast reliability (Section 5). The server's requirements and complexity can be reduced with CMP because the server does not deal directly with each receiver (Section 6).
On the other hand, a continuous multicast distribution requires some additional mechanisms (address assignment, request monitoring, congestion control); these already exist for a unicast distribution but still need further development for a multicast distribution. We propose a FEC scheme with cyclic retransmissions to achieve multicast reliability (Section 3.4). In the following subsections we present a general description of how CMP works and discuss how to implement the additional mechanisms.
General Description
Using a continuous multicast distribution to deliver popular documents that change frequently, a multicast server is able to answer many requests with the most up-to-date version of a Web document. The CMP distribution works as follows:
1. A Web server monitors the number of requests for a document to decide which documents to multicast.
Only popular and frequently changing documents are sent via CMP.
2. The server takes the popular document and calculates some parity packets. Data and parities are sent cyclicly to a multicast address.
3. Receivers obtain a mapping of the document's name (URL) into a multicast address and then join the multicast group. Receivers stay in the multicast group until they have received the Web document reliably.
4. The server keeps monitoring the number of requests to stop multicasting the document if there are no more receivers.
Multicast Address Assignment
When a user requires a document, the first action is to map the document's URL to the corresponding IP address. Currently the unicast mapping is done through domain servers (DNS) that provide the unicast address of the final Web server. For a multicast case, something similar could be done: session servers could map the name of the requested document into the multicast address where it is being distributed.
In the current MBONE, the session directory sdr [26] [25] is frequently used to allocate addresses and ports for scheduled sessions in such a way that they do not collide. Periodically, multicast sessions are announced to a well known multicast address. The multicast address could also be obtained from the final Web server. A client would first contact the final server via unicast. The final server itself would realize that the requested document is very popular and that it is sent through a certain multicast address, and would reply to the client with the multicast address. The client would then join that specific multicast group and retrieve the data. In this case, the join latency is increased by one RTT.
Exist solutions for implementing the URL to multicast address mapping and some concepts already developed for unicast distribution can be applied. Although it is not in the scope of this work to propose a particular solution, we believe that this first phase will not introduce significant time differences between the two models.
Monitoring Receivers' Requests
When the server starts multicasting a document, receivers simply join the multicast tree and stop dealing with the server. In this way it is impossible for the server to monitor the number of requests/sec for a document that is being multicasted, and to decide when to stop multicasting the document. In order to monitor the number of requests for a document at any moment, the server can use an estimation mechanism via feedback from receivers. Nonnenmacher and Biersack [37] have recently proposed a scalable and robust estimation scheme based on distributed timers.
Another solution is for receivers to explicitly notify the Web server after joining the multicast tree. Then, the Web server estimates how many cycles it needs to keep sending in order to satisfy all receivers given a certainty threshold [7] .
Reliable CMP using FEC
IP multicast only provides multicast connectivity; it does not ensure reliable delivery. Reliable multicast over the Internet has been an area of research in recent years [29] and is currently being treated, among others, by the IRTF, the Internet Research Task Force [2] . We propose a forward error correction code (FEC) [35] with cyclic transmissions to achieve reliability. For a Web document fragmented into packets, the multicast sender calculates h parity packets for every block of k packets. For h = 1 , the single parity can be produced via the exclusive-OR operator over the k data packets. For h 1, we can use a Reed-Salomon coder [31] . The source performs cyclic transmissions of the k original packets D 1 ; :::; D k followed by the h parity packets P 1 ; :::; P h ( Figure 2 ). The total time until the successful reception of the whole document
The number of data packets received unnecessarily.
If all the k data packets are received, no decoding is necessary at the receiver. The encoding/decoding costs are proportional to k and the number of parity packets produced/used [42] . Typical values of k should be such that k is between k 2 10; 50 and k + h 255. If the document is large, we can still keep k reasonably small by partitioning a document with k B packets and organising it into B rows of k packets each ( Figure 3 ).
On each row, for each group of k data packets, h parity packets are produced. The transmission of the rows is interleaved by sending packets in columns, one per row as shown in Figure 3 . Such an arrangement imposes stricter "terminating" conditions on the receiver side. To have finished, a receiver not only needs at least k B different packets, but the receiver must have at least k packets per row. A receiver that sees few losses can leave the multicast group much faster than a slow receiver experiencing high loss. The number of transmissions E M cmp that a single receiver needs to complete the reception of k B packets is totally independent of the number of receivers at any moment. The continuous multicast transmission scales to many receivers, which is not the case of a unicast transmission where the Web server has to deal individually with every receiver.
We assume that packet losses occur as independent events with probability p. To simplify the analysis, we consider that all receivers are joined when the transmission of the first packet starts and that there are enough parity packets to repair all losses. If receivers join at any time and the server performs cyclic transmissions of data and parities with enough parities for a receiver to have finished before running into a second round, the analysis will be the same.
E M cmp is the average number of transmissions per packet needed to deliver k B different packets to one receiver with at least k different packets per row. E M cmp is given by: The number of parity packets H k;B transmitted before one receiver is able to obtain k B packets with at least k different packets per row is given by:
P k;B i; j is the probability that a receiver has finished on position i; j (figure 4). The fact that a receiver is able to finish at position i; j implies that:
for row j, the receiver obtains k packets out of k + i packets sent with packet i; j, p j i for rows j 0 j , the receiver obtains k packets out of k + i with packet p j 0 i or even before Figure 4 : Receiver has finished at position i; j.
for rows j 00 j , the receiver obtains k packets out of k + i strictly before column i. For a single row B = 1 , we can calculate the probability qi that a receiver obtains k packets exactly with the reception of packet k + i.
The probability that a row needs k + i or less packets to obtain any k packets is Qi If the probability of loss increases, we observe from Figure 7 that for a document size S = 1 MB and different block sizes k, the average number of transmissions per packet E M cmp is kept low even for high probabilities of loss p.
These results show that a cyclic transmission of data and parity packets can be used to send large documents with small block sizes k = 3 0 (therefore low coding/decoding costs), while keeping the average number of transmissions per packet E M cmp low over a wide range of probability of loss p.
Historically, the use of RSE codes to produce parities and to reconstruct lost data packets required special hardware to implement the RSE coder. Today this is no longer true, as has been demonstrated by Rizzo [41] with a software implementation in C of a RSE coder. Figure 8 shows the coding and decoding throughput for this coder. The measurements are made on a Pentium PC 133 running Linux with packet size W = 1 KB. The decoding overhead is proportional to the number of parity packets needed for reconstruction. Choosing k = 3 0 , the time to reconstruct k = 3 0 original packets of size W = 1 KB from k = 3 0 parity packets is only several msec. For a typical Web document size of S = 100 KB, W = 1 KB, and k = 3 0 , the number of rows B is 4. The total coding/decoding cost is the one calculated for a single row (several msec) multiplied by 4, which is still negligible compared to the global transfer time of a Web document. Therefore choosing k small, the coding/decoding times of a typical Web document are insignificant. On the other hand, for very popular documents it makes sense that parities are pre-computed.
Studies [14] [39] have shown a temporal and spatial correlation of losses in the Internet. Bolot has observed burst loss length with a mean of two [14] . In the case of burst loss, the average number of transmissions E M cmp will increase only if the burst length is higher than the number of rows B. For a unicast transmission, reliability is performed by individual retransmissions of the lost packets until they are correctly delivered to all receivers. The average number of transmissions per packet E M uc that a single unicast receiver needs to receive a packet reliably, is:
In Figure 9 , we see the average number of transmissions for a reliable unicast and multicast distribution depending on the probability of packet loss. For the reliable multicast transmission we have taken k = 3 0 to have low coding/decoding costs while keeping E M cmp low over a wide range of probability of packet loss p. Figure 9: Average number of transmissions for reliable multicast using FEC and reliable unicast depending on the probability of loss p.
We observe that E M uc and E M cmp are very similar for a high range of probability of loss. Reliability increases the mean number of transmissions per packet for unicast and multicast transmission using FEC by a similar factor. Therefore performing reliability does not represent significant differences in terms of additional transmitted packets for a unicast transmission and a multicast transmission using FEC.
Congestion Control
Congestion control is needed to avoid a collapse in the network due to sending rates that are higher than the available network bandwidth. Unicast congestion control is performed by TCP via slow start and congestion avoidance. Multicast congestion control is more complicated because different receivers typically have different bottleneck bandwidth. It can be performed via end-to-end layered multicast [36] [47] where the source sends different parts of the data into different multicast groups (referred to as layers). Receivers adjust the delivery rate themselves by joining or dropping layers depending on the losses perceived. The source does not take part in the congestion control mechanism. Figure 10 shows a multicast transmission using three layers. Column 1 of the data packets is sent on layer 1, column 2 on layer 2, column 3 on layer 3, column 4 again on layer 1 and so on. A slow receiver perceiving losses is subscribed just to layer 1. On the other hand, a fast receiver is subscribed to all the layers (1, 2, and 3). The fast receiver finishes about three times faster than the slow receiver. Whenever a receiver sees a loss, it decreases its rate by dropping layers. After a certain period without losses, the receiver increases the rate by joining more layers. Layered multicast can deal with heterogeneous receivers and perform congestion Figure 10: Layered multicast congestion control.
control. However, layered multicast seems to achieve a slightly lower throughput than TCP [47] due to join and leave layer synchronisation. Layered multicast still needs some more refinements concerning the appropriate join and leave strategy for layered multicast.
General Considerations
Based on the results obtained in the previous sections, we make the following assumptions in the rest of this paper:
The network is a lossless network. Taking into account reliability does not influence the comparison of a unicast and a multicast transmission using FEC, because reliability increases the mean number of transmissions per packet by the same factor in a unicast transmission and a multicast transmission (see Section 3.4).
We do not explicitly model congestion control, arguing that congestion control can achieve a similar throughput in a unicast transmission via TCP and a CMP transmission via layered multicast (see Section 3.5). The transmission rates T C P and cmp used in the following sections for the unicast and multicast case should be considered as transmission rates achieved on the Internet, given that there are bottlenecks and that congestion control is used.
These simplifications do not have an impact on the bandwidth and latency comparison presented in the following sections.
Bandwidth Gain
Introduction
The fact that the available bandwidth is a scarce resource presents a challenge for its efficient use. A multicast distribution from the server to its R receivers gives great bandwidth savings compared to a unicast distribution:
Multicast: Data is sent once from the server towards the R receivers following the multicast distribution tree. Data is copied inside the network whenever the multicast tree branches off.
Unicast: Data is sent R times from the sender; once for every receiver.
In order to quantify the bandwidth gain obtained by a multicast distribution we have divided the Network into an Internet Backbone and several Regional Networks (Figure 11 ). It is very interesting for a network provider to offer the same service using as few resources as possible from its network. A multicast distribution reduces the bandwidth costs for the network provider by sharing common paths. Figure 12(a) shows that in order to send a single packet to 4 receivers, a unicast distribution uses 8 links inside the Internet backbone run by the network provider. On the other hand, a multicast distribution only uses 6 links ( Figure 12(b) ). This gives a significant bandwidth reduction to the network provider. On the other hand, a Web service provider that runs a Web server needs to buy some of the bandwidth from the ISP output link into the Internet. If the Web service provider is able to answer the same number of receivers with less bandwidth, it will reduce its expenses. Figure 12 shows that the necessary output link bandwidth with a multicast distribution is 4 times less than with a unicast distribution. A multicast distribution can clearly reduce the access cost for the Web service provider.
The network provider and the Web service provider can both obtain significant cost savings due to a continuous multicast distribution of the most popular documents. Next, we analyse in detail the bandwidth gain for both points of view: Network provider and Web service provider.
Network Provider Point of View
When the network provider offers a service, he is always interested in using the least possible bandwidth from his network. A multicast distribution reduces the bandwidth cost of the Internet backbone run by the network provider.
We define the cost as the bandwidth used on the network to deliver one packet from the source to the receivers. Every network node/link has a uniform cost per packet. The cost to deliver one packet from the source to the receivers is the product of the number of links the packet traverses and the link cost per packet. In Section 4.2.1, we deal with the case where there are no losses on the network, and in Section 4.2.2 with the case where there are losses and where therefore, reliability is needed.
Lossless Data Distribution
A unicast end-to-end delivery to a large number of receivers has serious limitations. For a lossless network, the results obtained by Nonnenmacher [36] , show the cost for unicast delivery C uc , multicast delivery C mc and lossless bandwidth gain G lossless depending on the ratio of network nodes that are receivers to the network nodes ( Figure 15 ).
G lossless = C uc , C mc C uc Figure 13 (a) shows that the cost for unicast delivery increases linearly with the number of receivers, while the cost for multicast delivery increases much slower with the number of receivers. When an additional receiver R 0 is added, the cost using a unicast delivery (C uc ) increases by the cost of the path from the source S to the receiver R 0 . multicast delivery (C mc ), increases by the cost of adding a few links to the multicast distribution tree to extend the multicast tree to R 0 . The gain G lossless , which expresses the cost reduction of using a multicast tree compared to multiple unicast connections, increases with the number of receivers. Figure 13(b) shows that when only 5% of the nodes are receivers, the multicast distribution reduces the bandwidth needed by 40% due to link sharing. 
Reliable Data Distribution
The bandwidth gain G lossless was computed for the case of lossless data transmissions. If we assume that packets can be lost, we also need to include the retransmitted packets in our cost calculation. The reliable bandwidth gain G rel is given by
The cost C rel uc = C uc E M uc for a reliable unicast distribution is the product of the number of (packets*links) C uc and the average number of transmissions per packet E M uc . The cost C rel cmp = C mc E M cmp for a reliable multicast distribution is the product of the number of (packets*links) C mc and the average number of transmissions per packet E M cmp .
As presented in Section 3.4, performing reliability adds a similar number of transmissions on a unicast and a multicast distribution. Therefore the gains G rel and G lossless ( Figure 13(b) ) are identical.
Web Service Provider Point of View
A Web service provider running a Web server is concerned with the access link into the Internet. A big percentage of its expenses comes from the need to rent some bandwidth from the Internet Service Provider (ISP) output link into the Internet. Therefore, it is very attractive for the Web service provider to offer the same service quality with lower bandwidth on its output access. A multicast transmission can considerably reduce the needed bandwidth on the output link. The multicast server is able to satisfy thousands of requests with a single transmission. There is no need for a high speed output link to multiplex the packets of many unicast connections.
In order to calculate the achieved bandwidth reduction, we need to characterise the distribution of the popularity between the documents inside a Web server. The high popularity of a small number of Web documents is a well-known phenomenon reported in several studies [24] [11], which have shown that "Popular documents are very popular" in the sense that some popular documents account for most of the requests on a Web server. Cunha, Bestavros, and Crovella [19] characterised the popularity of Web documents and confirmed the strong applicability of Zipf's law to Web documents served by Web servers [50] . Zipf's law states that from all documents requested from a Web server, a small number of "hot" documents accounts for a very high portion of all requests. The remaining "cold" documents only account for a few percentage of all requests. Analysing some traces from the HTTP server of the Computer Science Department at Boston University (http://www.cs.bu.edu) [13] , Bestavros and Cunha showed that from the existing documents at this Web server, 0.5 % of all available documents accounted for about 70 % of all requests. Only 1% of all documents accounted for 90 % of all requests.
The unicast transmission of Web documents into a cache hierarchy is the most appropriate solution for "hot" documents that do not change frequently. However, for "hot" and "short-lived" documents, a multicast distribution performs better. The following analysis only considers "hot" and "short-lived" documents. When we talk of "hot" documents we always mean "hot" and "short-lived".
If "hot" and "short-lived" documents account for a high percentage of all requests, the benefits obtained by a continuous multicast push CMP are immediate. A multicast server would continuously multicast "hot" and "short-lived" documents and answer requests for the "cold" ones via unicast. A unicast server would answer all requests via unicast. To have a clear idea of the impact of using CMP instead of a unicast delivery, we consider a Web server which has a request arrival rate = hot + cold requests/sec: hot requests/sec for the "hot group" and cold requests/sec for "cold group".
The "hot group" is formed by a number N hot of "hot" and "short-lived" documents that will be sent via CMP on a multicast server and via unicast on a unicast server. The "cold group" is formed by the "cold" documents that are not popular and that will be sent via unicast (on both a multicast and a unicast server) as a response to unicast pull requests from the receivers. We assume a lossless network and multicast server sending "hot" and "short-lived" documents to all receivers at a constant rate cmp and a unicast server sending to a single receiver at the same constant rate T C P = cmp (see Section 3.6).
We analyse Web servers with homogeneous and heterogeneous document sizes and different request arrival rates. We take some representative values for the document sizes to calculate the bandwidth gain from the Web service provider point of view (statistics about document sizes on the Web can be found in [16] [19] ).
Homogeneous Document Sizes
In order to calculate the bandwidth gain offered by a CMP distribution, let us consider first the case where all documents in the "cold group" have an homogeneous size S cold and all N hot documents in the "hot group" have an homogeneous size S hot . The output link capacity Cap uc for a unicast server is the capacity needed to answer all requests via unicast. The output link capacity Cap cmp for a multicast server is defined as the capacity needed to send "cold" documents via unicast and to send all N hot homogeneous "hot" documents via continuous multicast push CMP (Equation 7).
Cap uc = hot S hot + cold S cold Cap cmp = N hot cmp + cold S cold
The multicast server is sending all N hot "hot" documents in parallel on N hot different multicast addresses. The Web service provider multicasting the "hot" documents can benefit from a bandwidth gain G WSP to reduce the necessary bandwidth on the output link given by: Figure 14 shows the gain G WSP versus the total request arrival rate for different hot , with homogeneous "hot" and "cold" document sizes S hot = S cold = 100 KB. For a given , higher values of hot mean that the N hot "hot" documents account for a higher percentage of all requests. When increases, the gain G WSP increases as well. As increases, the unicast server is forced to increase its bandwidth. On the other hand, the multicast server does not need more capacity to answer more requests for popular "hot" documents, and only requires some additional bandwidth to satisfy few more requests for "cold" documents.
The comparison of a multicast server with only popular documents ( hot = ) and a unicast server gives an upper bound on the gain G WSP for a multicast server. If hot = , the multicast server does not need to answer requests for "cold" documents via unicast. Therefore the gain obtained by the multicast distribution of "hot" documents is not attenuated by the unicast transmissions of "cold" documents.
If hot = 0 :95, a multicast distribution gives a reduction on the output link bandwidth up to 80 % for = 8 requests/sec. These results offer significant savings to the Web service provider in order to reduce its rented bandwidth.
From Figure 14 , we see that for very small request arrival rates , the gain G WSP becomes smaller than zero. This means that it is not worth multicasting the "hot" documents and it is better to deliver all documents via unicast.
It is only when the number of requests to the final server for the "hot" document is hot =N hot thres = cmp =S hot , that a unicast distribution needs to send more packets to satisfy all receivers than the continuous multicast push. For request rates higher than request arrival rate threshold thres , the multicast server obtains gains G WSP 0 .
For a given hot if the number of "hot" documents N hot increases, the gain G WSP will decrease since each "hot" document accounts for a lower number of requests hot . Nevertheless each "hot" document is still sent at the same transmission rate on a multicast address. The multicast server needs more capacity to push more N hot "hot" documents.
The multicast server can multicast the "hot" documents at lower transmission rates than the unicast server and the receivers will still perceive a similar latency on both the multicast and the unicast server. This is because:
A unicast distribution greatly depends on the number of receivers. When the number of requests increases, the server becomes highly loaded, increasing the response times as well (see Section 5.3).
On the other hand, a multicast distribution is totally independent of the number of receivers. One receiver does not experience any additional latency when new receivers join the multicast tree.
Taking the multicast transmission rate cmp lower than the unicast transmission rate TCP , the bandwidth gain is higher because the needed multicast capacity is smaller. Also the thres from which G WSP becomes positive, decreases. Therefore a multicast server can send at lower transmission rates than a unicast server offering a similar latency to the receivers and obtaining higher gains G WSP on the output link.
"Hot" documents account for a high portion of all requests, but may account for a smaller portion of the data in bytes if the "cold" documents are very large. Therefore, it would be conceivable that the bandwidth from some busy server is mostly used to send a small number of very large documents that are "cold". As the size of the "cold" documents increases, the gain G WSP decreases.
Heterogeneous Document Sizes
"Hot" and "short-lived" Web documents may have a very wide range of document sizes: from several hundreds of bytes such as market updates, to several MB or more. In this section, we consider the case where the "hot group" has heterogeneous "hot" document sizes. The "cold group" still has homogeneous "cold" document sizes S cold . Let's consider first a "hot group" that has N hot;big big "hot" documents with a document size S hot;big accounting for hot;big requests/sec N hot;typ typical "hot" documents with a document size S hot;typ accounting for hot;typ requests/sec Note that hot = hot;typ + hot;big and N hot = N hot;typ + N hot;big . The multicast server sends each "hot" document again at a transmission rate cmp . The new capacities Cap uc , Cap cmp for heterogeneous "hot" document sizes are given by:
Cap uc = hot;typ S hot;typ + hot;big S hot;big + cold S cold Cap mc = cmp N hot + cold S cold (8) Figure 15(a) shows the gain G WSP versus the total request arrival rate for different values hot;big with S hot;big =2 MB. S cold = S hot;typ = 100 KB, N hot = 1 0 , hot = 0 :75, cmp = 100 Kbps.
The case of hot;big = 0 gives the gain already calculated for homogeneous "hot" document sizes. By increasing hot;big , we are able to model more popular "hot" big documents or higher number of "hot" big documents inside the "hot" group.
As hot;big accounts for a higher percentage of hot , the gain increases significantly. If the big documents N hot;big account only for the 10 of hot , the gain is increased by 20 compared to the case of homogeneous "hot" sizes for a large range of . We also appreciate that the request arrival rate threshold becomes smaller because the average "hot" document size being sent on the multicast server increases.
Another possible situation is a Web server where the "hot group" has: N hot;small small "hot" documents with a document size S hot;small accounting for hot;small req/sec N hot;typ typical "hot" documents with a document size S hot;typ accounting for hot;typ req/sec Figure 15(b) shows the gain G WSP versus the total request arrival rate for different hot;small with S hot;small =0:1 KB. The gain G WSP is reduced compared to the case of homogeneous "hot" document sizes ( hot;small = 0 ). However, it is only when the N hot;small small "hot" documents account for 50 of all "hot" requests hot that there is an appreciable decrease of the gain G W S P by 10. When hot;small increases, the request rate threshold moves slightly to higher values. The decrease on G WSP having some small "hot" documents inside the "hot group" is much reduced than the increase achieved by having some big "hot" documents.
In Table 1 , we have summarised the dependence of the bandwidth gain G WSP and the request rate threshold thres for the different parameters. The results obtained for some representative document sizes show that the highest gains are achieved on a Web server that has N hot;big "hot" big documents that account for a high percent of all requests from the "hot" group. Also in this situation, very low request arrival rates are already enough to obtain a gain G WSP 0. If the number of "hot" documents to be multicasted increases, the Bandwidth Gain G WSP
Arrival Rate Threshold thres
Homogeneous sizes (h.s.)
Higher for higher hot Smaller for higher hot Some big documents Appreciably higher than for h.s. Appreciably smaller than for h.s.
Some small documents
Slightly smaller than for h.s. Slightly higher than for h.s.
Number of "hot" documents
Smaller for higher N hot
Higher for higher N hot
Multicast transmission rate
Higher for cmp TCP Smaller for cmp TCP Table 1 : Dependence of the Web service provider gain G WSP and the arrival rate threshold thres for different parameters multicast distribution needs to continuously send to a higher number of multicast groups reducing the gain G WSP . In the scenario where a Web server has some small "hot" documents, the gain and the threshold do not significantly change from the case of homogeneous document sizes, unless the small documents account for a high percentage of hot .
Latency Analysis
Introduction
So far, we have seen that a significant bandwidth gain is obtained by the network provider and Web service provider using CMP. From the client point of view, the main parameter that matters is the elapsed time to obtain a document. Users do not want to wait for a long time to retrieve a document. A comparison between the latencies for our continuous multicast distribution and the actual Web pull request model is a critical measure for evaluating the feasibility and acceptability of our design. For "hot" documents that rarely change, the best way to reduce the latency to the end user is by using a caching scheme. However, a CMP distribution is more appropiate for popular documents that frequently change.
The time to obtain a certain document can be divided into 3 different phases:
1. The time needed to map the name (URL) of the document onto a multicast group address or a unicast address (see Section 3.2).
2. The elapsed time to join the multicast tree or the equivalent time to establish a TCP connection on the unicast model.
3. The time to reliably send the required document.
Time to Join/Establish Connection
Once the client has done the mapping between the document name and the multicast address, the next step is to join the corresponding multicast group. In a unicast distribution, a TCP connection needs to be established between the server and every receiver via a three-way hand-shake. On the other hand, in a multicast distribution, a single multicast tree is built from each server for each document distributed via CMP. The multicast tree only grows to the places where there are receivers, which are the leaves of the multicast tree.
In order to quantify the differences between the time to join the multicast tree and the time to establish a TCP connection with a unicast server, experimental data has been obtained on the MBONE. Our results [43] show that the time to establish a TCP connection is comparable to the time to join the multicast tree. If there is no receiver for a certain multicast group and a new receiver joins this group, the multicast tree has to grow from the source to the new receiver. Even in this situation, the time to join the multicast tree is similar to the time to establish a TCP connection with the unicast server. Similar results have been obtained by Almeroth, Ammar, and Fei [7] . Their results also show that the time to establish a TCP connection is comparable or even higher than the time to join the multicast tree.
Time to Transfer Data
This section analyzes the time to transfer the data reliably to the clients. We don't take into account the propagation time and only focus on the transfer time. We assume a lossless network and we do not explicitly model congestion control.
Unicast Transfer Time
In order to model the Web server, a simple open queue model is used. A similar approach has already been proposed by Slothouber [45] . The queueing diagram of the Web server is presented in Figure 16 . Figure 16 : Queuing Network Model of a Web Server.
The model consists of two nodes; one for the Web server and one for the Internet communication. The request arrival rate is the average number of http requests received by the Web server each second. The average document size S is the average size of the documents served. The server transmission rate R is the speed at which the server processes the data. The TCP bandwidth T C P is an estimation of the network bandwidth, given that there are bottlenecks and there is TCP congestion control. The time to process the requests and the initialization time is neglected because it can be simulated by a slight decrease in the server transmission rate R . Initially, a job goes through the node (1) R where an amount of data equal to the MSS (maximum segment size) is read, processed, and passed on to the network. Because modern computers can serve documents at speeds of several Mbps and the typical Internet connections (i.e. 28.8 Kbps, ISDN, T1, T2) are normally slower, the bottleneck between the server and the ouput link is usually the output link. When the bottleneck is the output link, the transfer time of the server is exclusively determined by the output link bandwidth; server transmission rate R is insignificant. We will assume this situation in our approach, modeling the Web server as an output link going into the Internet ( R = output link bandwidth). Data travels through the Internet modeled by node (2) at transmission rate T C P , and if the document has not been fully transmitted, the job wraps back to node (1) for further processing. This branch depends on a probability determined by the average document size S and maximun segment size MS S ; the probability that the document has been fully transmitted is q = MSS=S. The request arrival rate 0 at node (1) is the sum of the request arrival rate and the request arrival rate of jobs flowing from T C P at the exit of (2) back to (1).
The unicast transfer time T uc (Equation 11 ) of the Web model can be easily obtained from Equation 9
and Equation 10 using M/M/1 queues [33] :
T uc = S= T C P , 0 S + S= R , 0 S
= q 0 q = MSS=S (10) T uc = S= T C P , S=q + S= R , S=q (11) Figure 17(a) shows the transfer time T uc for a Web server. We see that the time to deliver a document in a Web server increases gradually up to a point; thereafter, it increases suddenly asymptotically towards infinity defining a clear upper bound on the serving capacity. This boundary depends on the server speed R , the network bandwidth T C P and especially on the average size S and the request arrival rate . If the steady-state demand S approaches either T C P or R , the service time T uc will grow exponentially to infinity since the server is overloaded (see Figure 17(a) ).
Multicast Transfer Time
We now turn to the case of a server continuously multicasting the requested documents. The continuous multicast transfer time T cmp (Equation 12 ) depends on the multicast transmission rate cmp , the average document size S and on the average number of transmissions per packet E M cmp (for a lossless network E M cmp = 1 ). T cmp is given by: Figure 17 (b) shows the transfer time for a multicast distribution T cmp . The dependence with the document size S is linear and no boundary limits the capacity of the multicast server as happens on a Web unicast server. If the number of requests increases, T cmp does not change at all because the continuously multicast transmission described in Section 3.4 is totally independent of the number of receivers R and therefore of .
This characteristic makes the multicast distribution much more scalable than the unicast distribution. While the Web server transfer time T uc goes towards infinity when increases, the multicast transfer time T cmp remains constant for any .
Transfer Gain
In order to quantify the transfer time gain G T of a multicast server over a Web server we define G T as:
G T = T uc , T cmp T uc Figure 18(a) shows the transfer gain G T for cmp = T C P , and Figure 18 (b) for a lower multicast transmission rate cmp = 0 :1 TCP . The Web server rate is set to output link bandwidth= R = 1.5 Mbps (the output link is the bottleneck). When the unicast Web server reaches its capacity, the unicast transfer time T uc goes towards infinity and therefore the transfer gain G T goes towards 100%. We observe that a G T = 100 is obtained in both graphs for the same values of and S because T uc is the same and only T cmp changes. Even when the multicast transmission rate is ten times smaller than the unicast rate, the transfer gain is still equal to 100 for a large range of request arrival rates and document sizes. However, for very low request arrival rates and small document sizes, the transfer time for a CMP distribution becomes higher than for a unicast distribution.
In Section 4.3 we have already defined a request arrival rate threshold thres for a given document in order to obtain positive bandwidth gains (G WSP 0 ). If the multicast transmission rate is reduced:
thres is smaller and the multicast server obtains higher bandwidth gains; however the multicast transfer time T cmp becomes higher than the unicast transfer time T uc for small document sizes and arrival rates. A multicast server can save bandwidth by sending at the lower multicast transmission rates, but this will be at the expense of higher latencies to receive a document. A multicast server needs to keep the multicast transmission rate above a certain threshold cmp thres to achieve lower transfer times than the unicast distribution. Figure 19 shows the multicast transfer rate threshold thres depending on the request arrival rate and the document size (note that the region where thres = 0 is not significant). The smaller the S or the Figure 19 : Multicast transfer rate threshold thres depending on the request arrival rate and the document size S.
, the higher the threshold thres . In all cases, we achieve a transfer gain G WSP 0 for a value of thres smaller than the unicast transmission rate T C P (which was set to T C P = 100Kbps).
For very popular documents with high request arrival rates , a Web server is usually highly congested.
The clients will perceive very high transfer times and some of the incoming requests will even be rejected.
A multicast server on the other hand will not see its performance degrade when the request rate increases.
Number of Receivers
The number of receivers R in a multicast group (equation 12) depends on the document size S, the multicast transmission rate cmp , the average number of transmissions E M cmp and the request arrival rate . For the Internet (Figure 20 (a)) with document sizes S = 1 0 Kbits and request arrival rates = 1 0 req/sec, the number of receivers R = 1000. For the case of an Intranet (Figure 20(b) ), where the available bandwidth is higher, the same document sizes S and request arrival rates give a number of receivers R = 5 .
In order to get a good bandwidth gain, we know from Figure 13 (b) that it is important to have a high ratio receivers/nodes(%).
Analysis of the Load on the Server
Another important factor in the performance of the whole system is the load on the server. In this section we try to point out the main advantages and disadvantages of both the Web server and the multicast server.
A very popular unicast server with frequently changing documents is often very loaded.
The Web server needs to keep state information for the establishment/release of a TCP connection with every receiver. The fact that in-lined images inside a document need to establish new TCP connections places more load on the server for every Web document [38] ; persistent TCP connections are allowed with the improved HTTP version: HTTP/1.1 [21] .
Due to the connection oriented nature of TCP, reliability, flow control, and congestion control are performed for every connection.
There is also a high number of content switches to individually serve the different clients.
On the other hand, the multicast server will have lower complexity than the unicast server.
No connection is established/released between the server and the receivers.
The popular documents can be placed in a fast access memory, and continuously multicasted onto different multicast addresses, independently of the number and addresses of the receivers.
Reliability is achieved using a FEC scheme [35] and cyclic transmissions. The same parity packets are able to repair different packet losses at different receivers without dealing with every receiver individually.
Congestion control can be performed via layered multicast using parity packets [42] [36] . In this technique, the receivers can automatically adjust the transmission rate of delivery to themselves, reducing the sender control duties and scaling better.
In general, the requirements for a multicast server are much lower than the ones for a unicast server, especially when the number of receivers is very high. A multicast server does not need to deal with receivers individually and therefore scales very well. For the multicast distribution, reliability is performed in a more intelligent way adding parity packets to cyclic transmissions.
Nevertheless the multicast model requires some additional capability for deciding which are the popular documents to be multicasted, and for keeping track of their updates. The multicast server has also to decide when to stop multicasting a document by monitoring the number of user requests [7] [37](see Section 3.3).
Conclusion and Future Work
The Internet can be considered as an enormous distributed database of information. The success of the World Wide Web has contributed to a steep growth of the user population and the total traffic on the Internet. This demand requires new approaches for the distribution of "hot" documents. We have proposed a scheme that continuously delivers some popular documents that change very frequently. The key idea is to use reliable multicast transmission with a forward error correction code (FEC). We showed that delivering hot pages via continuous multicast will reduce the server load, the response times, and the network traffic.
The use of a reliable multicast transmission with FEC gives very good bandwidth gains for the network provider and Web service provider. Great latency reductions are obtained when the Web server reaches its saturation due to high request arrival rates or large document sizes. The complexity of a multicast Web server compared to a unicast Web server is clearly reduced, due to the fact that a single multicast stream can serve an arbitrary number of clients requesting the same document. These results are also valid beyond the narrow context of document delivery in the Web, and extend to any dissemination oriented application such as distribution of software, music, video or database contents.
However, CMP has also some shortcomings:
The network needs to support multicast routing distribution.
For each document distributed, a multicast address is used and state information is required in the routers due to the management of the multicast routing tree.
Some points still remain open: How to allocate the multicast address to which a document is being sent, the design of a complete dissemination protocol with clear rules to switch between the three different methods of distribution: unicast, AMP, and CMP. In this analysis, we have limited ourselves to very popular documents that change frequently and are not worth caching. Further research is needed in order to clearly identify where to use a multicast distribution, and where to use a caching hierarchy.
